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Introduction 

In pre 17th century Persia, an artist’s paint brush was a treasured tool. During the 

Persian golden age in the 15th and 16th centuries, master painters and calligraphers were 

viewed as extremely valuable parts of the court. They were often tasked with writing and 

illuminating religious texts and were therefore considered to have spiritual significance. As in 

the modern era, an artist’s work is affected directly by the quality of the tools they wield. That 

is why ancient Persian artists took great care in crafting these fine brushes (Benham 1999). 

 

Materials and Methods 

 Materials Used Period Materials 

Brush 
handle 

Rock dove point feathers Rock dove point feathers 

Bristles Eurasian red squirrel 
American long hair cat throat fur 

Persian squirrel 
Persian cat throat fur 

Binding Silk thread Silk thread 

 

 The materials used to craft paint brushes were chosen meticulously for quality. Some 

common brushes were made from the hairs from the inner ear of a goat. However, these 

coarser bristles would not have been used by the elite master artists of the time. In order to 

produce the delicate and striking Persian miniature illuminated pages, master artists used 

brushes made from the tail hairs of a squirrel or the throat fur of a Persian cat. Despite the 

volume of sources available on the study of ancient Persian painting implements, most sources 

state the type of squirrel used for brush bristles as “common squirrel.” (Behzad 1939) However, 

as a biologist I was able to use my research training to theorize that the species of squirrel used 

was most likely the Persian squirrel (Sciurus anomalus). This species was the most common 

squirrel in the area of the Persian empire during the 15th and 16th centuries. Ironically, I could 

not obtain a Persian squirrel tail to use for my own brushes because it seems that these guys 

are protected in the Middle East and India for religious reasons. After further diving into 

another round of biological and population science research, I determined that the next closest 
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species of squirrel that could have been used was the Eurasian red squirrel (Sciurus vulgarus). 

This squirrel is native to Europe but has been shown to have migrated in the 17th and 18th 

centuries throughout Russia and down to what is now northern Kazakhstan but would have 

been close to the Persian empire at the time (Thorington 2005). Luckily, I was able to acquire 

two Eurasian red squirrel tails as a less controversial, but close substitute source for bristles.  

 Persian artists also used the fur from the throat of Persian cats for their brushes 

(Behzad, 1939). Unfortunately, I do not have a Persian cat at my disposal to acquire these fine 

soft hairs from. Although I would love to own a Persian cat, I do not believe in purchasing 

animals, so until a Persian cat needs rescuing from a shelter I will have to do without. I am 

however, owned by a wonderful American longhaired cat named Zatanna Cassandra 

Pumpkaboo (Fig 1). She has graciously allowed me to snip off some of her throat fur.  

Figure 1: Zatanna Cassandra Pumpkaboo 
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 For brush handles, Persian artists used the point feathers of common rock doves. These 

quills were perfect for brush handles because they provided the perfect size and stiffness to 

support the tiny hairs of the brush while allowing for very detailed linework. I acquired rock 

dove point feathers from a seller online who sold feathers from her pet rock dove, Penny (fig 2). 

Figure 2: Penny the Rock Dove 

 

  Image credit: Molly Duane via etsy.com/shop/birchhearts 
 

 The brushes were assembled by first clipping the bristle hairs and floating them in 

water. This allowed the artist to carefully inspect the hairs for broken or split pieces. The water 

also makes it easier to move individual hairs around and arrange them into a tapered brush 

shape. The hairs would then be gathered into a bundle and tied together with a piece of silk 

thread. Before the bristle bundle could be attached to the handle, the end of the quill had to be 

trimmed and hollowed out. Persian artists would also have shaved the feather so only the quill 

shaft was left. This made the brush comfortable to use. Then the artist could gently insert the 

end of the bristle bundle into the end of the quill. It was important to insert the bundle into the 

feather to create the perfect bristle length. If the bristles stuck out too far, the brush would be 

too soft and hard to control. If the bristles were too short, the brush would not hold an 

adequate amount of paint. Finally, the brush was secured by wrapping the end of the quill 

tightly with silk thread (Behzad, 1939). 
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Figure 3: From left to right, three squirrel brushes and two cat hair brushes 

 

 

 For my brushes, I followed this method very closely. However, after I inspected the hairs 

floating on water, I put the hairs on a piece of glass and arranged them there. I have absolutely 

terrible eyesight and this allowed me to see the hairs much better and more easily gather them 

into the proper shape. In the end, I made five brushes of varying sizes, three from squirrel hair 

and two from cat hair. I also chose not to shave my quill shafts. I prefer the look and feel of the 

feather intact.  

 One problem I encountered right away, was the silk thread used to secure the bristles to 

the quill became loose. From my experience as an artist, I knew right away that hairs falling out 
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onto my painting would not be ok. To solve this issue, I rewrapped the thread and secured it 

with multiple knots. I then took raw beeswax softened with my fingers and applied it to the 

wrapped thread. This solution came from years of studying and shooting period Mongolian and 

European archery. Archers secured feather fletching to their arrows by wrapping animal sinew 

or thread around the arrow shaft and through the feathers. It was then secured by rubbing 

beeswax on the wrapping. I felt like this solution would be perfect for my brushes, since the 

wax would create a decent grip as well as properly securing the bristles. Most importantly, the 

wax created a water proof seal, extending the life of the brushes after the inevitable constant 

rinsing and cleaning.  

 

Results and Observations: The Brushes in Action 

 To properly experiment with and display the performance of my Persian brushes, I 

decided to recreate two illuminated pages using materials and techniques used in 15th century 

Persia. After finishing the first page, I chose to create a second page since I was disappointed 

with the results of my first attempt and wanted to continue practicing using these tools. I chose 

folios 2r and 30v from the book “Mantiq al-Tayr” (The Conference of the Birds) for the 

exemplars (see Appendix, image 1 and 2). I used cotton paper cut to the size of the exemplar 

(24.1x15.9cm), india ink, 23.75k shell gold and the appropriate mineral pigments in a gum 

arabic binder (Please refer to my documentation on Persian Illuminated Manuscripts (2017) for 

a detailed list of specific pigments used and their origins). In addition, I ground my pigments 

into paint with a gum arabic binder I made myself. This was done by grinding resin rocks into a 

fine powder and dissolving 2 tsp in two cups of hot water.  

 Right away, I noticed differences between the squirrel and cat bristles, which I fully 

expected. The squirrel hair was much stiffer and perfect for detail work or applying opaque 

strokes of pigment. The cat hair was softer and perfect for applying even washes of pigment. 

The second thing that did not surprise me was how much pigment the brushes held. I expected 

my period Persian brushes to hold a similar amount of pigment as my modern brushes and this 

proved true. This meant that I was able to make tightly packed bundles of bristles that were 

able to hold pigment well. 

 Using these brushes certainly came with a steep learning curve. They did not move or 

react like modern brushes at all. First, both the squirrel and cat hairs started to curl quickly after 

getting wet. They could be straightened, but this must be done every few strokes which 

became tedious. Second, the brushes do not have any bounce back or spring. My modern 

brushes are boar, horse or nylon. All of these types of brushes bend when applying paint, and 

spring back to shape when you pick up the brush. My Persian brushes did not do this at all, 

which I found interesting and frustrating. These characteristics caused several issues for me 

during my first attempt at using them. The brush strokes were extremely hard to control, and I 

found that the pigments were bleeding into each other much more than when using modern 

brushes.   
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Before starting my second painting, I reexamined my primary sources as well as my own 

experiences of fine art and painting techniques. I began to notice that there were clear signs 

that the Persian artists must have painted the foreground of the piece first and filled in the 

background with pigment second. This is best seen in appendix image 2. When looking at the 

peacock in the center of the page, one can see that there is an outline of blank paper 

surrounding the whole figure where this is no pigment. This provides strong proof that the 

artist painted the peacock in the foreground first, then painted the blue background around the 

peacock second. This contradicts modern painting techniques in that modern artists usually 

always paint the background of an image first, then they lay the foreground paint right on top. 

Based on my observations of how the period brushes and materials perform together, I 

suspected that master Persian artists painted the background last in order to keep the pigments 

from bleeding into each other and also to minimize mistakes due to the natural movement of 

the animal hair. I tested these theories when I painted the second page and found the results to 

be much more favorable. I did not have to fight the movement of the bristles, nor did I have any 

issues with pigments bleeding.  

 

Conclusion 

 Period handmade brushes are most certainly difficult to use for someone thoroughly 

trained in modern brush techniques. At first, I had a lot of trouble and spent a lot of time 

frustrated as I fought to achieve perfection. I honestly was not happy with the first scroll I 

produced. The odd way the brushes moved combined with the characteristics of the pigment 

paint made this project extremely challenging and I just couldn’t get it to look right. However, I 

never thought that period brushes were more difficult to use than modern brushes. I knew I 

simply lacked experience and needed more practice. I decided to paint a second scroll from the 

same book to test my theories and further practice these new techniques. I was much happier 

with the outcome of this piece, and I really felt like I was starting to hone my skills with these 

period tools. Overall, I really enjoyed this project. Although it was frustrating in the beginning, I 

ended up learning so many new techniques that I feel could be applied to most of my art. I also 

like the idea that I can control the specifications of the brushes I make. It is so hard to find 

modern brushes that are exactly right. I love that I can now make my own brushes to fit my 

exact need. This experience also taught me why Persians used the materials they used. Not only 

did they pick materials that were readily available to them, but the small size of the rock dove 

feathers paired with the delicacy of the squirrel and especially the cat hair proved to be perfect 

in creating the tiny Persian miniatures that Persian artists were revered for. I plan on continuing 

to research 15th century Period illumination techniques, and I cannot wait to keep practicing.  
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The Final Product 

Brushes from left to right: three squirrel hair, two cat hair 
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My First Page 
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My Second Page  
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Appendix 

 

Image 1: Mantiq al-Tayr, folio 2r 
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Image 2: Matiq Al-Tayr, folio 30v 

 


